Course evaluation

Please assist us with improving the POOLS3 courses by indicating your level of agreement with the following items using the scale below:

5 ++ Strongly agree
4 + Agree
3 +/- Neither agree nor disagree
2 - Disagree
1 - Strongly disagree

1* The course venue was suitable and adequately equipped (access to Internet, computers, etc.).
   - ++5
   - +4
   - +/-3
   - -2
   - - -1

2* The course materials were appropriate and relevant.
   - ++5
   - +4
   - +/-3
   - -2
   - - -1

3* Sufficient time was allowed to work through the course agenda and content.
   - ++5
   - +4
   - +/-3
Ample time was allocated for discussion and participants had the opportunity to ask questions.

The presentations/demonstrations during the course were of a professional standard.

My ideas were listened to and taken into account.

I have a clear vision of how I will implement the training I have/will have received once I have completed the course.

I now feel I have the required competence to integrate computer assisted language learning into my teaching.
9* The course as a whole has been appropriate and productive. [5++ Agree >1-- Disagree]

☐ ++5
☐ +4
☐ +/-3
☐ -2
☐ -1

10 What I liked best about the course:


11 What I think could be improved:


12* What was new for me:


Finish Survey